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Daunte Culpepper takes a pounding in spring scrimmage - p. 16
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BOR, Hitt, Tubbs become

News Briefs
V' Multi-media helps
eduation majors learn,
teach. See page 4.

defendents in SGA case
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH

should be reinstated due to the fol-

V' Pi Sigma Epsilon continues its tradition of excellence in Anahiem, California See page 5.

Asst. news editor

lowi~g:

Sports
V' Daunte and the boys went
head-to-head at the Citrus
Bowl last Saturday.
See page 15.
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V' Baseball, football and
much, much more.
See page 16.

Features
V' The Video Rewind blows
much smoke about the films
that you will be able to rent.
See page 13.
V' Phone calls to the editor
will keep you on the edge
and on the phone all night
long.
See page 11.
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Coming events
April 12 - Campus
Wellness Center holds
its annual SK Greek
Run/WaJk in Greek
Park at 5:30 p.m.
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Special Committee begins task_of fixing SG
along with Sha'Ron James, aFAMU bers will now divide themselves
political science major and student into the following committees:
•The purchasing and adminregent, listened to opening remarks
The first meeting of the Spe- ·by President John C. Hitt, Provost istrative oversight committee will
cial Committee to Review Student Gary Whitehouse and Vice Presi- look into the purchasing procedures
Government at UCF met at 4 p.m., dent for Student Affairs LeVester in place and review whether or not
adequate administrative oversight
Wednesday.at the law firm ofBaker Tubbs.
and Hostetler in downtown Orlando.
Hitt and Tubbs both said they took place.
•The governance committee
Tico Perez, committee chair, would be available to the committee
said, "The mission (of the commit- to answer questions but would not will review the SGA constitution
tee) is to take a look at what exists otherwise be a part of the actual task and other by-laws and statutes which
today, look at the problems which forces. Tubbs said the university apply. Any changes will go before
developed over the last couple 6f was not trying to get rid ~f student the student body for approval in the
years and try and craft so~ething government. He and Hitt said they September presidential elections.
•The '94-'95 and '95-'96 rewhich will get us back on track were open to committee suggeswhere we need to be."
tions about improvements in t~e view ·committee will look at the
Perez was the UCF student administration's role, as well as ar- actions of the SGA during the past
body president for 1982-1983 and eas of concern regarding the execu- . two years.
Recommendations should be
currently serves as the chair-elect of tive and legislative branches of SGA.
the Greater Orlando Chamber of
Perez outlined the responsi- finalized by Aug. 1, according to
Commerce. He and fonner student bilities of each sub-committee, Perez .
body presidents Richard J. Walsh, which originally were broken into
See COMMITTEE, page 2
Ira D. Smjth and Mark O'Mara, four areas. The 14 committee mem-

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Asst. news editor

Administration calls for fund transfer
from Dean's Excellence Account
By MICHELLE MARTINEZ
A~t.

•

April 17 - The College
of Arts and Sc~ence
presents its Women's
Studies eruestocking
Bag Lunch in the
Administration Build·
ing Board Rooom
from 12:30 to 1 :30
p.m.
Also, CAB guest
speaker Varon Svoray
speaks on his infiltration of the Neo-Nazi
movement in the
Student Activities
Center at s·p.m.

photo/HUNT

top-ranked skateboarder skies high over the crowd that
athered at Church Street Station to participate in ESPN's
~xtreme games on Saturday.
·

*The like! ihood of irreparable
Kevin R. Koenig, 25-year- hann .
*The unavailability of an adold ·1egal studies major and suspended student government sena- equate remedy at law.
tor, is now Kevin R. Koenig, Plain*Substantial likelihood of
tiff.
success on the merits.
*Considerations of the public
Koenig filed suit Thursday in
the ninth judicial circuit against the interest.
The motion alleges Koenig
Florida Board of Regents, John C.
- HittandLeVesterTubbs,accordin,g - has been deprived of his first amendment right of speech. It also states
to public documents.
A motion for preliminary in- the first amendment protects the
junction was filed requesting the "right of individuals to associate to
court lift the s.uspension of the legis- further personal, political or other
lative and executive bodies of the beliefs without unjustified restraint
Student Government Association at from a university."
The document cites Florida
UCF. The suit, filed along with the
motion, seeks "injunctive relief and Statute 240.235 as a basis of student
government's right to allocate and
damages exceeding $15,000:"
Represented by Robert J. expend activity and service fees.
Sniffen, an attorney with Meyer and
Brooks, Tallahassee, Fla., the moSee HITI, page 3
tion argues the student government

news editor

The university administration is transferring $123,674 from
the Dean's Excellence Account for
business at the UCF Foundation.
The account was controlled
by fonnerCollegeofBusinessDean
Richard Huseman, who resigned
on Dec. 22.
An eight-month investigation of 13 anonymous allegations
against Huseman led to the transfer
of these funds.
The Office of the Compcroller investigated the allegations and
issued a report in January to which
the administration issueda22-page

response to the comptroller's recommendations.
One recommendation in the
comptroller'sreportisthat $123,674
be transferred from the Dean's ExcellenceAccount to the university's
overhead account.
The $123,674 came from a
Florida Aviation Management Deviation Associates (FAMDA) contract. FAMDA was fonned as a
joint venture between UCF and
American Systems Corp. FAMDA
administers and manages a Federal
Aviatio·n Administration (FAA)
training facility.
The administration agreed;n
its response that funds in the Dean's ·
ExcellenceAccountshould be trans-

ferred to the university's overhead
account because it was obtained
through research and training activities.
"The administration believes
thattheFAMDAbonusesaremore
appropriately deposited in the
university's research overhead account," the response stated.
The university overhead account helps fund faculty research
and research grants and fellowships.
PartoftheFAMDA money
originally deposited in the Dean's
Excellence Account has been
spent, so the university must desee FAMDA, page 3
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NOTICE!

NOTICE!

NOTICE!

IF YOU ARE A STUDENT FROM OVERSEAS
WITH GOOD BUSINESS CONNECTIONS BACK
HOME, CALL US FOR THE OPPORTUNITY OF
A LIFETIME.
PHU 332-9288 (9-5 p.m.)
TOM 298-6287 (After Hours)
FAX 291-6690

GRArx1ATE BusINFSs S'IUDENI' AssrIATICN

Outstanding Graduate
Professor Award
I

Presented to:

Spring 1996

Excellence

in Graduate Education

A Note From GLBSU
The University of Central Florida's Gay. Lesbian, Bisexual
Student Union would like to announce plans to celebrate its
second annual, campus-wide Lesbigay Awareness Week.• April
8th - 12th. Events currently scheduled are:

Fonner presidents
have hand in
helping revise SGA
from COMMITIEE, page 1

James reminded the committee that their actions would affect
the other state universities. "It's not
just a local issue about government
and documents at one university,"
she said. ''It's about the future of
student government, the future of A
andS fees(activity and service fees)
and the future of student power all
over the state of Florida."
Perez stressed the committee
would look forward and not point
fingers at individual blame.
"As former student body
presidents, our initial response is to
blame the administration," Perez
joked.
'That, however, ~as been tempered with age and experience,"
O'Mara responded, to which the
committee laughed.

Proper accounts for transfer to be decided
from FAMDA, page 1

cide which account lo transfer
money from .
The response adds that the
university ha come up with four
general principles for choosing
which sources to use to reimburse
the overhead account.
• Any F AMDA funds that
remain in the foundation account
should be transferred to the research
overhead account.
•Because partoftheFAMDA
money in the Dean's Excellence
Account has beer spent, any other

source u ed to reimburse the overhead account will have to be permissible under state law and regulations as well a · university rules and
procedure .
• Restrictions on any university foundation accounts that
are used to reimburse the overhead account will be honored.
(Some funds are designated for
-specific purposes.)
•Reimbursement of the funds
to the overhead account will not
include alumni donations or scholarship funds.

1 Thanks for
staying in
touch with The
Future. We
enjoy serving
you ..
·Shirts were hung on campus by students to remember

photo/SOILEAU 1
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victims· of spouse abuse last week.
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Monday. April 8:
• Raising of the Lesbigay Awareness Week banner at the
University Avenue entrance.
Tuesday.April 9:
• Gay & Lesbian Community Services of Central
Florida's Speakers Panel will discuss being Out in
Orlando. Held in the Social Work Trailer (TR-542).
Room I0 I, from 9:00 - I0: IS p.m.
Wednesday, April I0:
• The movie Threesome will be shown in the Student
Activities Center at 6:30 & 9:00 p.m. Sponsored by
the Campus Activities Board.
Thursday, April 11:

•

•

•

• Lesbian and Gay Faculty in the 90's: A Panel Discussion.

A brown bag luncheon will be held in the Visual Arts
Building, Conference Room IOS, from 11 :45 a.m. I: IS p.m. For more information phone Jim Gilkeson at
(407)823-6453.
Mandy Carter speaks on Freedom's Frontline and
the '96 Vote: Are We Prepared? Ms. Carter of the
Human Rights Campaign is one of the nation's leading
African-American lesbian activists and has worked in
grassroots organizing over the last 28 years. Presenta
tion begins 7:35 p.m. in the Student Activities Center.
Umoja (Percussion Ensemble) will perform during
the reception that follows, and awards will be pre
sented throughout the evening. For more information
phone Greg Seaney at 657-0614.
Friday.April 12:
Carpool to Stetson University for the the Sunshine
Unity Network (SUN) Conference. This is the
annual statewide conference of gay student groups. For
more information phone Greg Seaney at 65 7-0614.
Throughout the month of April GLBSU will have a display case
in the campus library entitled Lesbian and Gay Film and Video.
The display is a collaborative effort by local artist Mark Allen
and librarian Gary Shiffrar.

All events are free and open to the public,
except the SUN Conference which requires a registration fee.
Sponsored by : University of Central Florida, UCF GLBSU. Gamma Alpha
Psi Fraternity, GLCS, Community Link, UCF Office of Diversity Initiatives,
UCF AASU, UCF Women is Studies Program, Cactus Club, Phoe-nix,
Central Florida Future, Watermark, and "Harley"

•
LAKE BUENA VISTA LOCATION ONLY
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE
FOLLOWING FULL AND PART TIME
POSITIONS:

-WAIT STAFF
-HOSTESSES
-BUS STAFF
-EXPERIENCED COOKS

•

•
•
•
•

APPLY IN PERSON MONDAY THROUGH
THURSDAY llAM - SPM.
1-4 Exit 27, Crossroads of Lake Buena Vista
"At the entrance to Walt Disney World Village"
(407)827-1257

•

.
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Lawsuit centers around transfer of $264,140
from HITT, page 1

'The explicit designation of
student government as the body to
which the allocation and expenditures of student activity and service
fees is entrusted thwarts any attempt
by UCF administrators to suspend
the entity," the document states.
At the heart of both documents appears to be the controversial transfer of funds in January.
Koenig, who served as operations
review committee chair, discovered
$264, I00 had been transferred froni
an unallocated student union fund
without SGA knowledge or approval. Koenig sent letters to Florida
state Rep .. Deborah WassermanSchultz and Sen. George
Kirkpatrick, both chairs of higher
education, as well as Education
Commissioner Frank Brogan inforn1 ing them of the improper transfer.
At a Feb. 28 meeting, the
statement alleges Hitt told then SGA

•

•

•

•

PresidentMiguclTorregro ahewas
·The action taken by Presi"inclined to shut down the student . dent Hitt was definite!; overreactgovernment because of ·renegade ing:· aid Mayeux. who al o erve
senator · who were making com- as the student body president for the
plaint to Tallaha ee ...
University of Florida. He aid if
·'The UCF administration has there were abu es. Hitt' actions
silenced the only elected repre en- went way too far. He said UCF
tatives of the student body,'' ~niffen should work to get the SGA reorgasaid. "The First Amendment pro- nized so that tudents could be setects students no less than · other Iec;ted by their peers.
members of the university."
Mayeux noted the FSA met
Dean Mc Fa! I, director of pub- March 3 ~ yvithout representation
lic affairs, said Hitt had not been from UCF. He said he has not been
served with a summons, as of press contacted by Hitt or Tubbs about
time, and would not respond to the their choice for representatives but
lawsuit until that time.
that UCF was in goud standing with
A hearing date should be set FSA.

%~~~cuitJudge James Hauser this - New Campus
Asked about his response to
the news of the lawsuit, Florida Student Association President Kevin
Mayeux said he had not yet seen a
copy of the suit. However, he was
quick to reiterate his objection·to the
suspension.

photo/BLOODSWORTH

Several of the Review Committee's members pose: (L to R)
Sha'Ron James, Ira Smith and Tico Perez

Thursday's issue
of the Future for a complete
look at the possibility that the
adminiStration's bansfer led to
Student Govemmenfs suspension

Activities Board
members named The Central Florida Future is
from BROWN, page 1

Webb
-Cinema chair - Jason Lee
-Concert chair- Doug Welch
-Cultural arts chair - Ji!l Balboni
-Graphic artist - Steve Roberts
•Popular entertainment chair - Brian
Glassman
•Public relations chair-Laurie Reeves
•Public relations assistant - Doug
Works
•Speakers chair - Dean Treuren
•Special events chair - Bryan Farris
•Spectacular Knights.~ Jessica Lavely
•Video production" chair - Mike
Kloss
•Video production ~sistant - Jonah
Travick

looking for a news editor and
asst._news editors for the fall
semester. Requirements
include a strong foundation in
news reporti~g, page maker
experience and the
<~QmmittJ:tt~IlttQ g~t thej9]) . ,

\~~ne,;··~'fh~~i$,c1,.' p~yjn9••· p9SitiQr1.):~
so only the serious need apply

•

YOU CAN FINISH IN. r"'OUR YEARS!
AT

NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS

Grand Opening Special
$10 off Full Set of Nails
$39.95 l month unlimited tanning
-l free tan with full set of na'ils

.
.

1Q11 .LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO
..
365-9755
..
.
~

...

PSST!
•

•

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE - ORLANDO PROGRAM
· • Fully accredited by the Sou them
Association of Colleges and
Schools
• Specifically tailored for working
college students
• Convenient evening and weekend classes
• Seven-week terms/ competitive
tuition rates

Offering D.S. - Business Administralion Degrees in:
• Accounllng
• 5th Yc:ir CPA Courses
• Computer Informallon Science
•Finance •Human Resources Management
• Producllon Management
• Marketing Management

CALLTODJ\Y J\T:

next term begins April 25

FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE-ORJ.ANDO • 8578 AVENUE C. • OJU,ANDO, FL 32827 • 855-1302

WE HAVE THE UCF AREA'S BEST KEPT
SECRET IN RENTAL APARTMENT VALUE
•WALK TO UCF
e QUIET & SECURE CONCRETE
BLOCK CONSTRUCTION
e UNIQUE "SINGLE FAMILY" DESIGN
FLOOR PLAN
•UNCROWDED "CAMPUS LIKE"
BUILDING DESIGN
e HUGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ONLY $545/MONTH ! ! !
e RESERVE NOW FOR FALL 1996!

FOREST HIGHLANDS
APARTMENTS

Send more information
about Florida Southern College-Orlando Program to:

Address: _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ __

State/Zip: _ _ _ __

Just South of UCF at Science Drive &
Alafaya 282-5657

855-1302
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Multi-media devices help in Physical Ed majors' education, plans
O Recent report
shows technology
impacts student
performance in
classes.
By TSCHAN.MORRIS
Contributing writer

The College of Education
may not have a rocket scientist curriculum , but with courses like Human Physiology, Biomecanics, Psychology, Anatomy and the training
and technology used in the education courses, itisn'texactly a "dumb
jock" curriculum either.

student" attentiOQ. Thi allow student to become involved in and
take responsibility for their own
learning.
Students are required to prepare theirown le on plans throughout the emester. The College of
Education conditions Physical Education majors by using innovative
way to develop lesson plans with
multi-media software. This allows
students to combine graphics, video,
audio and digitized images into their
lesson plans.
An example of how this
combination benefits a physical
educator i in dance. Students are
able w see movement, the sellrnl',...._-------, qurnce or routine to
learn dance positions,
the sequenced footage
an cl the rhythm and progression of the dance.
De veloping
a
multi-media lesson iets
student teachers gain experience in using many
forms of technology. Students have the opportunity ~ o work with
cmncorders, software to
capture video of still
shots, laser video discs.
VCR's, scanners, and
digital cameras.
Using various
forms of media in a lesson- plan also allows the
user to create three diPhoto/MORRIS mensional objects. More
importantly, however, is
that it will grasp and keep

According to a recent report
released by the Software PubIishers
Association. technology can make
a difference in the wa; students
perform in theirclasse . The teachers' role, student group and accessible technolog)' all play a part in
students' development Integration
of technology in education has a
direct effect on thequalityof education students receive.
Teachers do not always need
"to go by the book or be the deliverers of information. according to
Debbie Mitchell. College of Educatio n professor. Teachers have
merged today's technology with
education in new waxs to capture

the attention of tudent . which the
fir t tep to teaching.
Physical Education majors
also participate in community ervice. Though a certain amount of
community service i required as
part of their profe sional training.
many students end up exceeding
their required hours. Many majors
take part in The Special Olympics,
The Very Special Arts and Give
Kids The World.
"Give Kids The World" is an
organization sponsored by Disney
which is designed to give a child
(who has less that six months to
live) and his or her family their
dream vacation. One night duringthe vacation the parents are treated
to a night out "on the mouse." During this time the student teachers, by
job description, baby sit, while in
reality "have the time of your life
making a difference in someone
else's."
Another part of professional
training requirements for physical education students are conferences and student teaches. Among
the conferences are the Jekyll Island and Atlanta Conferences.
Both give students the opportunity to learn different teaching
skil:s and a variety of physical
activities. These activities can
range from something as simple
as catching a ball to advanced
gymnastics.
Student teaches allow the
Physical Education majors to go to
elementary schools and teach the
children skills ranging from basic

This Week ·on CAB
'fU~St>llY liPRJ~

9:

MR. UCY

8:00 PM

sea

W~t>N~St>ll:Y 4PRJ~ 10:
Movi~: 'fffRf:f:SOMf:

G:'JO & 9:00 PM StiC

J"RJt>liY liPRJ~ 1~:
CU~TURlt~ liRTS

dnzz

CONCeRT:

s:oo PM sea
SUNOllY 4PRl~14:

Movi£P: TJJli G:'JO & 9:00

e

PM

sac

· vaJJ

MB~

UNIVERSITY OF CEN'IRAL FbORIDA

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD

motor skill~ to flip and backhand
springs.
Inordertocomplctea tudent
teach. a tudent i~ required to ·tart
with a lesson plan. Then they meet
their elementary students at the
· chool or in the ca e of the Creative
School, the children come to them
at UCF. After teaching the skill or
skills, student teachers then write a
response about what happened, how
they felt, was it what they expected
and what they learned or gained
from the experience. Al I of that is
then put in a portfolio and rurned in
prior to an internship.

~ Up~oming
I -

I

I

Events

•April 9. Phillips Hall,
Room 409. 11:30 a.m.
IMathamatic Department
Distinguished Lecturer Series: Sheldon Glashow, l 979
NobeJ Prize winner in physics, and Eugene Higgins, professor of Physics.
•April 12.Arena. State
ScienceandEngineeringFair

of Florida. Exhibits open to
public.
•April 12. UCF Greek
Park. 5:30 p.m. Campu
Wellness Center: Annual
!Greek 5 K Run/Walk

J

•
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T. B A I N I N G

OFFICERS'

C 0 BPS

Pi Sigma Epsilon holds
third place national rank ·
Disney World., UCF Football
games and to see Santa Clause at
Staff writer
local malls during the Christmas
season. As a result, Blankner anHolding 3rd place national nounced that the mentor program
ranking, building a butterfly gar- developed by PSE cut suspension
den, establishing a student mentor rates by three quarters and impr_o gram and volunteering for U.S. proved self-esteem and behavior.
Spacecamp are just a few things
PSE built a butterfly garden
that UCF's marketing fraternity,. at Blankner, as an outdoor classPi Sigma Epsilon, has been suc- room where students could apprecessful with over the past year.
ciate the environment. The garAt this year's National con- den is 120-by-60 feet and has a
vention, held in Anaheim, Cali- seated area for the students. Wildfornia during March 26-31, 32 flowers and native plants are inmembers of PSE h~ld onto last side, with special "nectar" plants
year's third place rank. They won which attract the butterflies.
first place in the categories of Top
This project won a $1,000
Marketing Research and Top Ears to You A ward from Disney
Chapter
VolunEars
1n the
Board.
S 0 LI th
PSE
East Realso asg ion.
sisted
TheyreBlankner
ce i ved
in solicitsecond
ing donaplace rn
tions of
Mu Ir i
materials
Media
and monPresen- " ,
ies needed
1
rations.
forthecon-

by JENNIFER LINDSTROM

Icy

•

RESERVE

Froehlich
won the
T o p
Alumni
Member award and UCF student
Randy Chase won the Top Sales
Person award.
"I am proud at the work our
m~mbers have done, and I look
forward to the future projects that
PSE will be working on next semester," said Denise Leskoy,
President of PSE.
Last year PSE was recognized at the National Convention
held in Atlanta where they were
named second runner up out of
128 participating chapters. Their
awards include a first place in Top
Marketing Research , Communications. Top Regional Chapter and
Special Events: 3-D Events.
PSE is a marketing and sales
management co-ed fraternity
which currently holds 6? members. The organization is open to
all majors and runs like a small
busrness. Throughoul the year,
members carry out a strategic plan
with goals and a budget.
Students involved in PSE ·
work on many service projects, .
but take their jobs further by tabulating annual reports and records
as a professional marketing business would do.
"Pi Sigma Epsilon is more
than just a group of great students,"
Leskoy said. "Our members work
to make it a professional business
by carrying out goals and plans, but
also to reach out to local firms,
businesses and schools to provide
service to them."
Last year, the club won the
appreciation of students and teachers from Blankner Elementary
School in Orlando. PSE provided a
mentor program for at-ri$k students
in the chool. Twenty-tliree members spent one hour a week with a
child,helpinghimorherwithhome-.
work and other activities.
Members took their child to

31.I}

·~:-

lf
ONECOURSETHATCOULDCBANGE
THE COURSE OF-YOUR LIFE.
Look forward fo the future with
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC ,
an elective that's different from
any . other college course. ROTC
offers hands-on leadership training . Trai:ping that gives you
experience and helps build self-

confidence, character and management skills. All the credentials
employers look for. ROTC is open to
freshmen and sophomores without
obligation and requires about 4
hours per week. It will put your
life on a whole new course.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details. visit Trailers 522 & 525 (Across from Engineering Bldg.)
or call 823-2430

tion
f
the

0

rut-

door garden, which cost
over $7,000. Donors include AT&T, Grange .
County, Lukas Nursery
and Tim Thomas of Butterfly Dans.
Not only does PSE
provide servi.ces to ,
schools, but also to companies suc_h as the Greater
Orlando Association of
Realtors. PSE worked on
a project for this marketing firm which required
them to do research
through survey and develop a 30.:.page report.
They received a $4,000
grant from the company.
The fraternity has
also done s~~vice ·.for
Florida's
U.S.
Spacecamp. The students
sperit one week during
evening hours calling over
400 families of children
·who had anended the
camp in Florida. Th_ey
questioned why the fami1ies had picked Florida's
Spacecamp over Alabama
and other loc.a tions and
what they liked and disliked about the program ..
PSE was awarded a $1500
grant for their work.
They have raised
nearly $5,000 from sales
and marketing firms of Orlando and many corporate
sponsors. The money that
the club raises is used for .
further services and local
charities. Future projects
that PSE plans to work on
are a local golf tournament. work with an advertising firm in Orlando and
the Seminole County Fair.

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
The Honor Society for AACSB Accredited Business Programs

This is to cati.JY tfw.t tft~ Joffin.vi119 pmviL:i fun:e 6~rn
cU.cW.rd ~[~i.EIL Jar rnmihmfi.tp trt
BETA GAJ.L\IA SIGJ.L-\

Dec.n
Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest honor society for udents enrolled .i,n colleges of business administration.
Membership is restricted to students in the top 7% o the junior class woo have completed 70 credits, the top 10%
of the senior class who have a minimum of 100 credit hours; and the top 20% of the graduating masters students.
In addition, a minimum·of 30 credit hours ~ust have been completed al UCF.

The induction ceremony will be in the Business Administration Building, Room 107 on Friday, April 12, 1996
at 5:00 PM. Mr. Robert B. Bullock, Executive Director of the Greater Orlando Aviation Authority, will be
the speaker. A reception will follow the induction cere.mony in the Atrium. Please join us in congratulating these
students.
Juniors

Ashraf A. Amer·
Amanda Orena Gibson
Bruno S. Loriot De Rouvray
Robert Raymond Michalak
Sherry Lynn Rich

Leslie Ann Copeland
Jessica Marie Karnuth
Mark Douglas McHugh
Thuong Thien Pham
Angela Joy Samblanet

Kyle S. Fischer
Bryan-G. Kcri\'an
Christopher Jo n Michaels
Nicole Michelle Reavis
Joseph P. Torre

Seniors

Kenneth Barnewall
Yasmin Castillo
Kimberly Jo Crouch
Suzanne M. Geerholt
Samina Haider
Debbie B. Hunter
Maristella Otto
Aurora C. Salazar
Etsuko Takizawa
Monica Snow Wcllmaker
Heather M. Wilson

Alvaro A. Bolanos
Sally R. Clark
Robert N. Fahlstrom
Ryder R. Gibson
Tara Lynn Hollis
Nelson Sean Marrero
Eva-Merete S. Ozkaptan
Christopher Michael Stewart
Sonja 0. Thomas
Wanda M. Whitten

Tracy L. Cassidy
Bryan C. Copeland
Kimberly D. Farrow
Sonya Marie Golson
Keri B. Hunt
Phil A. Nix
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A challenge to
.'Moral Absolutists'

April 9, 1996
---------
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Pat Fox
I

Opinion
EDITOR
O Could one of you
out these explain
this to me please?
I don't know whether I'm just
stupid, or what, but it seems like I
have heard the phrase "moral relativism" quite often lately, and I just
don't get it. I'm not so stupid however thatI can't glean certain implications just from the words. Could
this be perhaps the idea that some
things might be consider~d right in
certain contexts, and wrong in others? Like the idea that we have wild
passionate sex in the privacy of our
bedroom, but not in the food court
of Altamonte Mall, is that it?
Or perhaps the fact that when
alone ancl stuffing down a pizza
with gusto in the late hours of the
evening we will let out a deeply
satisfying belch, yet refrain froin
doing so on a date- is that it?
Oh, you say that "moral relativism" has only to do with very
important issues in the fiberof mankind. You mean like spanking kids?
That's one of those things, I think.
Some people are quite offended by
the idea of panking children under
any circumstance. My cousin is like
that. I can undentand why. I still can
recall with vividness one time when
a a young teen, she said something

quite out of line to her father. I
remember wincing at her comment,
almost as ifl said it, and was waiting
for the smack in the mouth myself.
And when thatsmackdidcome, laid
harshly against her lips and underlying braces, blood splattered. So,
okay, I understand why now, her
child is quite spoiled. People like
her think it's wrong to hit a child.
The Bible, on the other hand says
'spare the rod and spoil the child.'
But perhaps this "moral relativism" is only used for bigger things,
like killing. Is that it? In other words
it is morally wrong to kill someone,
and if you are one of those dirty,
filthy, immoral "moral relativists",
·well then, you just don't get the
concept that killing is wrong no
matter what, no matter when. Is that
it? It's wrong to kill someone for
stealing a Ritz cracker (don't laugh,
it just happened), wrong to kill someone for whistling at your girlfriend,
wrong to kill someone for stealing
your car.
And for that matter if our
morality is to be absolute, it is wrong
to execute Ted Bundy. Wrong to
kill the man who breaks into your
house in the wee hours and rapes
your daughter. Wrong to go to war
to protect our freedom. I think I get
it. So let's just lay down our arms
and call it a day, eh?
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Knowing history anchors us in meaning
In construction, concrete is
poured into wooden preforms. After it hardens, the lumber is removed,
and the concrete is in the form of
what was the interior of the wooden
structure, hence preform. Popular
historical memory is a preform for _
the individuals' beliefs and the societies they compose. However, most
people tend not to be immediately·
aware of history, if at all. They observe the great "concrete" structure
of society and analyze its forces,
stresses, tensions, compressions,
strains, but do not see the preform
which has been removed.
How exactly does history act,
as a preform, to shape history? If I
were to ask people if history is important to them, the great majority,
if not nine out of ten, will reply that
it is not. The tenth will tell me it is
and repeat some worn out expre~ 
sion grounded on an intuitive feeling that it is important.
However, it seems that e~
eryone has strongly felt ideas how
things should be on a wide variety of
topics. Yet many if not all of their
strongly felt beliefs come from historicabdeas which normally are not
in the forefront of their thought. If I
were to ask p~ople if there ~hould be
religious freedom - they will most
al ways say yes. Yet, where or when
the Thirty Years War was, they do
not know. Who the Hugenots were,
and when they were persecuted, or
even that they were they probably

do not know. If they know of the
Spanish Inquisition, it is only because it is used in the language as an
expression as we use the expression
'witch hunt' without really knowingmuchofthe history. Everyone is
aware that there were.horrors in the

If I were to ask
people if there should
be religious freedom they will most_always
say yes. Yet, where
or when the Thirty
Years War was, they
do not know.
past; tortures; wars; and persecutions over religious intolerance and
wish Lo avoid this for themselves
and the future, even if they do not
know every detail.
People believe in our Independence and our American democratic republic because we are taught
at an early age the injustices of the
British monarch. What are the Bible?

the Koran? and other religious
hooks'? They are histories.
If German cities started to
erect statues to Nazis; German states
started to incorporate swastikas in
their flags, and a Bavarian amusement started to cal I itself·· I 2 Flags
over _Bavaria" with a Nazi llag
among them, we would feel great
unease. We would feel something
was terribly wrong, despite all the
argument~ about German heritage.
not erasing history, assertions about
victors writing history, discussions
of anti-Semitism in America in the
30's and 40's, and accusations ihat
we are bigoted against Germans.
Without being able to express a
detailed chain of cause and effect,
we would intuitively feel Germany
was not safe for Jews, not safe for
any of us.
Yet, this is the situation in
.America, which is horri tied at Holocau?t Revisionism, but embraces
the "Lost Cause." When communism collapsed in Eastern Europe,
the statues came down as if shackles
unfastened. When the statues are
still ~tJnding the regime is still persisting.
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O Will students speak out about the
SGA, or are they hopelessly apathetic?

•

O Will David Swartx fine some humor
in the library?
O Will Jeff Hogan test our knowledge
of blac·k history?
•

•
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We don't have a gun problem in this coUntry- we have a crime problem
0 "As I fumbled for
my wallet that night, I
had only one coherent
thought: there are too
many damn guns!'

•

•

•
•

•

That is what Miles Harvey
wrote in the October 1995 issue of
The Progressive about his reaction
to being mugged. Unfortunately for
the United States of America,'
Harvey's thoughts and those of his
ideological brethren are not much
more coherent than that.
The crimes committed by
armed thugs and the gun laws drafted
jn response to them should remind
us of the destructiveness of antigunners' strident emotionalism, illogic, outright lies, and monomania. Guns, by themselves, do not
commit crimes. The explosion· of
lawbreaking that has rattled this
country and continues to escalate, is
caused by many factors, including
moral relativism and the disintegration of the family. Not the a.vailability of firearms . Not the decent, solid
citizens who own firearms. Given
these incontrovertible facts, it is astonishing that anti-gun forces have
any credibility at all.
In mid-March, Thomas
Hamilton opened fire on five- and
six-year-old children in a Scotland
school gymnasium, killing sixteen
and wounding eleven. Theirteacher
was also killed.

While attempting to rob Canadian teenager Mark Fyke ·in
Daytona Beach, a thug shot and
killed him. Thesuspecttold authorities that he had accidentally fired the
gun. Maybe he had and maybe he
hadn 't, but another innocent life has
been lost all the same. And don't
forget th~ shootings at that school in
California in 1989.

Anti-gun forces
consider guns the
root of all evil, and
accuse the NRA of
aggravating the
"gun problem."
Well, there is no
"gun problem."
What do these tragedies have in
common?
They bear mute witness to gun
control's failure. But what is the first
reaction to all of these atrocities? Cries
for more gun control.

mcm ber Morton Grove, 111 inoi s. In 1981, village trustee
Neal Cashman wanted to ban
handgun sales there, after a man
attempted to open a gun tore.
At a trustees' met?ting (in which
the ban was passed) , Cashman
suddenly proposed a ban on
private possession of handguns. It became an ordinance
What the National Rifle that required gun owners to surAssociation (NRA) and other render their handguns.
pro-gunners have al ways said
The National Coalition to
is true: gun control worsens Ban Handguns, now called the
crime and leaves people more Center to Prevent Handgun
vulnerable to violence. Evi- Violence, enthusiastically sup dence of this exists in abun- ported the measure. The orgadance. However, anti-gun nization called it "the Miracle
forces consider guns the root of Morton Grove" in a fundof all evjl , and accuse the NRA raising piece of mail sent to
of aggravating the "gun p ob- members. The mailer also
lem." Well, there is no "gun state.d that the ordinance was
problem." There is an anti-gun "a triumph of common sense
problem. After the Oklahoma and humanity ."
City bombing, the vehemently
The ban passed, and the
gun-hating media went so far NRA challenged it. The case
as to suggest that -there was a almost reached the U.S. Sulink between the NRA and the preme Court, which declined
militias. In journ.alism, play- to. rule on it in October 1983.
ing fast and loose with the facts
Obviously, we ignore
is called "reckless disregard for anti-gunners at our own peril.
the truth." In this case, I would They call their pieces of legisadd "reckless disregard for re- lation "sensible gun laws," a
ality."
blatant oxymoron . They also
Just how bad is the anti- portray gun owners as sick
gun problem? Neither Presi- people. In Guns~ Crime , and
de·nt Clinton's 1994 ban on Freedom , a definitive book on
"assault rifles" nor the Brady the firearms issue, NRA ExBill reduced crime, but did ecutive Vice President Wayne
leave big chisel marks on the LaPierre writes: "Gun ban advocates
Second Amendment. And re- revealanintolerancetowardgunown-

A.Christmas Carol- Star Trek, NG style
•

•

•

•

..

Passover celebrations

O This may be a bit
out of season, but
then, when there is
warp travel, who
knows?
'Twas the night before Christmas, and all through the
ship
Not a circuit was buzzing, not one microchip;
The phasers were hung in the arm'ry securely,
In hope that no aliens would be getting up early.
The crewmen were nestled all snug in their bunks
(Except for the few who were partying drunks);
And Picard in his nightshirt and Bev in her lace,
Had just settled down for a neat face-to-face .
When out in the halls there arose such a racket,
That we leapt from our beds, pulling on pants and jacket.
Away to the lifts we all shot like a gun,
Leapt into the cars and yelled loudly, "Deck One!"

•

The bridge Red-Alert lights, which flashed through the
din,
Gave a luster of Hades to objects within.
When, what, on the viewscreen, should our eyes behold,
But a weird kind of s!eigh, and some geek who looked
old.
But the glint in his eyes was so strange and askew,
That we knew in a moment it had to be Q.

'

His sleigh grew larger as closer he came.
Then he zapped on the bridge and addressed us by name;
"It's Riker! It's Data! I ~· ;:) Worf and Jean-Luc!
It' Geordi! And We Iey, the genetic fluke!
To the top of the bridge, to the top of the haW
Now float away, float away, float away all!"

•

ers that they would frnd condemnable
inanyothercontext. uchasinthecivil
rights battles."
Indeed. It is rightly unacceptable to portray black Americans as
criminals, Jews as greedy backstabbers, or Arabs as terrorists. But to
gun-grabbers, tarring law-abiding citizens with the knuckle-dragging-hillbilly brush or the Timothy McVeigh
brush is acceptable. This is not only
absurd, but insulting.
Less insulting but equally disturbing are subtle biases in seemingly
objective publications. Osha Gray
Davidson 's book Under Fire, a
chronicle of legislative battles between the NRA and anti-gun
forces, is well-written but slanted .
In the epilogue, Davidson writes
that violence-weary Americans'
support for the NRA will drop
because they are "tired of the
NRA 's unwillingness to compromise in order to stem that plague
[of violence]."
With not-so-heartfelt apo logies to Mr. Davidson, compromise with gun-haters will, in truth,
allow that plague to spread. Yielding to these misguided and malicious people who attack metal objects and law-abiding citizens instead of criminals is a recipe for
unprecedented chaos in ours tree ts .
Every bit of ground theantigunners gain , them ore their criminal friends gain- and the more
America loses. I have only one
coherent thought: there are too
many anti -gunners.

As leave in autumn are whisked off the street,
So the floor of the bridge came away from our feet,
And up the ceiling our bodies they flew,

As the captairi called out, "What the hell is .this Q? !"
The prankster just laughed and expanded his grin,
And, snapping his fingers, he vanished again.
As we took in our plight and were looking around,
The spell was removed, and we crashed to the ground.
The Q, dressed in fur from his head to his toe,
Appeared once again to continue the show.
"That's enough!" cried the captain, "You'll stop this
at once!"
And Riker said, "Worf! Take your aim at this dunce!"
"I'm deeply offended, Jean-L_uc," replied Q.
"I just wanted to spend this one Christmas with you."
As we scoffed at his words, he produced a large sack.
He dumped out the contents, and took a step back.
"I've brought gifts," he said, ')ust to show I'm sincere.
There's something deliglitful for everyone here."
He sat on the floor and dug into the pile,
And handed out gifts with his most charming smile.
"For Counselor Troi, there's no need to explain,
Here's Tylenol-Beta for all of your pain.
For Worf I've got mints as his breat~'s not too great,
And for Geordi Laforge, an inflatable date.
For Wesley, some hormones, and Clearasil-Plus:
For Data, a joke book; for Riker, a truss.
For Beverly Crusher, there's sleek lingerie,
And for Jean-Luc the thrill of seeing her that way."
Then he sprang to his feet with that grin on his face,
And, clapping his hands, disappeared into space.
But we heard him exclaim as he dwindled from sight,
"Merry Christmas to all, and to all a good flight!"

O Last week .Jews all
over the world were
celebrating Pesach,
the oldest of all
Jewish festivals.
Pesach, usually called PaS'sover, begins on the 14th day of the
Jewish month Nisan, and is best
known as the festival of freedom.
Pesach has existed for over
two thousand years and has both
original and modem meaning. Originally, Pesach was a seven day nature festival observing the coming
of Spring. In the course of time, it
assumed a different character and
took on an entirely new meaning.
Passover bec·ame an eight day holiday that represents the release of
Jews from slavery and their exodus
from Egypt. It transfonned into the
festival of liberation and its awakening to new life. This interpretation was intended for a new generation, to whom "old" customs lacked
meaning.
One of the most well known
customs of Passover, is the dietarty
regulations that accompany this
holiday. The basis for these restrictions lie in the absolute ban against
eating any leaven during the eight

days.This is done to remember the
quick departure from Egypt, during
which there was no time for bread to
rise. Only matzah, or unleavened
bread, is permitted.
The Passover feast_,otherwise
known as the seder, is the central
celebration of this holiday. The seder
is a "family" meal in the home, and
is accompanied by a traditional service. The Haggadah is the text for
the service, and its content is a mixture of legends and festive songs.
The entire family is represented at .
this feast, and each member has a
role in the service. It is customary
(some say manditory) to invite those
in need to your seder, specifically
the poor. The expression "Let all
who are hungry come and eat" has
great importance to this holiday .
This is also the time that the legendary prophet Elijah dresses up as a
pauper to see if he will be accepted.
This would determine if the world is
ready and deserving of the Messiah.
Passover is a holiday with
many customs that link us to the
past. It is the Spring festival and it
commemorates the freedom of the
Jewish people. Passover is a holiday
that unitesthe family and creates an
atmosphere of togetherness.
"Pesach" is known by Jewish people
as the greatest of all festivals.
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HELP WANTED!
100 POSITIONS AVAILABLE
We Need Help Now !
Individuals to work at residential
During the month of April we
No Experience Needed.
summer camp for physically
will be hiring 115 phone reps for
1,000-3,000 per month now being
disabled adults & children-co-ed
our UCF/Research Park facility.
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/6(8-6735
Campus Action for Animals
made by our dealers for Personal
residential salary plus Rm & B.
For your hard work and winning
meeting. Every Monday 3:30 - 4:30 Success--The Newsletter. Easy,
Camp Challenge (352) 383-4711
attitude, we offer:
p.m. in S.C., room 211
fun, home-based. Don't miss this
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!!
opportunity! Details: PGM Inc. 1---------------1
*7.00 hr base salary
Hundreds & thousands of granys
Software Programmer, data base
_
* Monthly bonus
894 0318
available to all students. Immediate
expert. MAC preferred, PC
*Paid training
qualification. Call l 800-585-8AID
possible,to help design challeng*Retention Bonus
never to be repaid
ing program. Steve 895-0800
Sherwood Forest imed occ. 3/2 2/2
*Referral bonus
dmv prop 657-1967 1 800 929*Benefits
THE MARIJUANA CONNEC"Make $500/Day. Work at home
4403
*Opportunities
to
advance
TION
jobs available. No Experience
INFOLINE
1-900-370-HEMP
required. Free info. Rush.SASE
Tired of renting? For the same cost
We
are
looking
for
energetic
$2.99/min.
18+ TI Outlink
Sheri Martin 3001 W. Bancroft
you could own a condo. 2 bed/I 1/
and
individuals
who
enjoy
sales
8019436135
Toledo, OH 43606"
2 bath, new carpet& paint, includes
are career minded. Candidates
kitchen appliances, washer/dryer.
A Hole In The Wall Gang Camp
must possess excellent communiCRUISE
SHIPS
HIRING-Earn
up
SPERM DONORS ages 20-34
just 5 miles from UCF $39,900
A RARE VOLUNTEER to~2,000+/month. World travel. cation skills, computer experience
excel. health over 5'7" good
539-2431
and the desire to succeed. Call
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
family history, ext. screening/
OPPORTUNITY
Amy today for an immediate
exp. necessary. For info call 1-206bloodwork req'd. Serious inq.
Fox Hunt Lanes huge 2br/2 ba
The Boggy Creek Gang
interview!
971-3550 ext. C54185
townhouse for rent $515 wID incl., seeks volunteeers to serve as cabin
only Call Pat 8:30-10:30 am Mwalk to UCF
counselours for seven-day summer
F 834-8333
camp sessions in 1-996. Our camp,
$1750 weekly possible, mailing
NORRELL SERVICES
Call 2'.73-2470
located in Cassia, FL (40 miles North
our circulars. For info call 301384-8549
~-----------•of Orlando), was formed by Paul .
ATTENTION ALL STU306-1207
APT for rent, huge 2 br 2 ba, walk to Newman and General H. Norman
DENTS!!! GRANTS &
UCF Quiet $425 mo 349-2?2 3 Schwarzko~f to ser:'e t~e special . •--------------1 Cellular & Paging sales ft/pt, very
SCHOLARSIIlPS
AV AILflexible schedule. Call Steve
· needs of children with life-threatening Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
'
'
'
ABLE!
BILLION
OF$$$
IN
illnesses. This summer some 250
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
Craig at 830-8339
PRIVATE
FUNDING.
volunteers will join our dedicated
66051
professional staff to provide a topQUALIFY IMMEDIATELY. I
Wanting to hire female education
notch summer camp experience for
800 AID-2-HELP (1 800 243major for home school tuitoring of
Male roomate wanten to share 212 children ages 7-16 who might not
2435
otherwise be able to go to camp. In
CD tower brand new black acrylic _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _)_ _ _ _ _.1
10 year old girl. Two to three
condo imed $250 + 112 util. No
each of our eight one-week sessions,
days/week. Call 275-9902 Debbie
finish metallic tower; holds 68
Free T-Shirt + $1000
our camp will accommodate 120
Drugs Student/ professional
campers
from
the
state
of
Florida.
The
CDs.
$50.00
249-8075
Credit
Card fund-raisers for
preferTed Alternative OK On Econ
Income Opportunity
Boggy Creek Gang is seeking creative
fraternities. ~mirities & groups.
380-3888
Operate your own buisness in an
and enthusiastic volunteers who have
DISCOUNT
CD
ROM
SOFTAny campus organization can
a love for children and who are looking explosive industry. You Gontrol
WARE-- SHIP DIRECT TO
up to $1000 by earning a
raise
for a fun-filled summer camp experi· your success-you are the boss.
STUDENTS- LOWEST PRICE.
ence. Volunteers must be 19 or older,
whopping
$5.00NISA
Call 679-6663 Ext. 2
and prior medical experience is not
ALL BRANDS & TITLES.
application.Call 1-800-932-0528
required. For more information and an
Seeking entry-level , part-time
RESUME PROGRAMS, STAN4-H SHmmer camp- aquatic~,
ext. 65. Qualified callers receive a
application~ please call or write to
computer programmer. Strong
recreation, enviommental
DARDIZED TESTS, FOREIGN
FREE T-SHIRT
Heather McKenzie, The Boggy
DOS knowledge a must. Turbo Creek Gang, 1400 South Orlando
education, positions available. At.
LANGUAGE,AND MATH
Ave., suite 101, Winter Park, FL
Pascal preferred, but C or other
four Florida facilities. EmployTUTORIALS-GAMES, &
equivalent language is acceptable. 32789, 800 933-6811.
ment starts May 27 Call (904)
- MUCH MORE. IBM 7 MAC
Experience with Lantastic a big ·
PROGRAMMER-Career
846-0996 For information
COMPATIBLE. LOCAL
plus. Flexibl~ hours, will adjust for opportunity . Full or Part-time. Cl i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 ORLANDO DIST. MVP MULTI* Free Cellular Phones*
college schedule.
U
nl
imi ted airtime Ist and 13th
C++, Win SD~, OLE 2.0, GUI,
JOBS JOBS JOBS ·JOBS
MEDIA CALL TODAY 407Call 896-1450.
month
with AT&T digital Service.
Req'd DB, Network, Graphics
Looking for quality inspectors,
184-CL-MVP
Pagers
starting at $19.95, Monthly
MIG & TIG welders,,electronic
exp. preferred Send resume
NATIONAL PARKS HIRINGRed
Dodge
Dakota
88
wl'll
kept
svc
.
a~
low a:-. ~0-.95 Call8.30-8.3JLJ
AXXIS Corp. 1255 Belle Ave.
tecnicians and fo rklift drivers .
Positions are now available al
ac
cruise
auto
$2000
oho
for info
. ter Spgs. FL
Careerop. portunitie.savailahlcC.·111.
. 1()1 : W m
. ..,?708
_.,_
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
380-6000
843-81
18
i·mmediate
ly
t-----------~
FREE
Preserves. Excellent benefits+
4-H Summer camp-Aquatics,
Prepaid calling.cards $.19 per/
1988 Nissan Pulsar NX-SE. 2-dr.
bonuses! Call 1-206-971-3620
recreation, environmental
Interested in TV Acting or
min. 24 hrs/day, 365 days. All
5-spd, T-tops, cold air. Black w/
ext.N5418 l
Modeling?
1-----------------1 education, positions available at
50 states + Puerto Rico. Call
grey int. New tires, brakes. stereo.
Class of '76 alum Lisa Maile can
four Florida facilities. EmployChildcare needed in my home,
273-0780 for more info.
belts. hoses. I owner, reg. maint/
ment starts May 27 Call (904)
herp you get started!
Alo.ma/Semoron area, 6 yr. old
records, very clean. Great for
Looking for Dates
Ages 4 and up : $25 off with this
boy 3 Weekday evenings from
846-0996 for information.
student at $4200. Must see and
ad- call Lisa Maile ·
5:30-9:30pm every other Fri.-Sat
Make one in your OWJ1 area
drive. UCF 823-2034 or 657Image,Modeling, & Acting in
Valet Runner
night. Must have dependable auto
today.
Thousands or ladies &
4634
Winter Park (407) 628-5989.
w/ins. Pay negotiable- Call 843*Largest Co. in Central Florida
men of all lifestyles wailing
Kudos to LM grads Jen Alvarez,
9900w 679-971 Oh Karen
*I-Drive, Downtown, Winter
Toyota Celica '82 ST 5 spd NC
to hear from you.
Miss Orlando & Becky Dedo,
Park
White AM/FM one owner 365-·
1-900-835-2756 ext 18
VALET PARKING POSITIONS
MissUCF
*Guaranteed & Flexibale shifts
6110
24 hours/$2.49 per min
AVAILABLE
Hr.
*Great
Money
$6-$
l
2
must have clean driving record
*19 years of age
great personality & customer
*Call
.849-0670 9-5 M-F
service oriented

Services

Club Info

For Rent

Roommates

For Sale

Help Wanted

Other

BREAK IS OVER

Call Guest services management
481 -0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
and up

,~·1~~~~·-

Talk to over 30,000 students
and ADVERTISE in the
Central lilorida Future

~tp://www.gdi.net/

./

cff /cff .html
~

flJ~OG '!ltJ/l)oorJtJ
• Beepers from $3 9. 95
•service from $5. 95 /month
wl student l.D.
I 1913 E. Colonial 6614 Old Winter Garden Rd. 3817 Lake Emma Rd
Orlando, FL 32826
Orlando, FL 32835
Lake Mary, FL 32746

(407) 381-1 199

296-4597

-~~-·~

·------·.:

333-7971

•

0

·<rl~~
.,.rrr. '_.

--~~

~.&.c~ -·.:--~Wd

NEED MONEY
Earn up to $150.00 per month
donating plasma
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. Church St. , Orlando
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ACROSS
I Silent one

•

•

5 Use a washboard
I 0 Large amount
14 Hawaii city
15 Snapshot
16 Knowledge handed down
l 7 Opposing one
18 Ohio or Missouri, e.g.
19- Karenina
20 Poet Sara
22 Look-alike
24 Labor
25 Cry of an owl
26 Roman god
29 Place to get a loan
33 Fear
34 Factions
35 Time before 36 Juice-filled fmit
37 Wild prank
38 Bird
39 A letter
40 Fellow
41 Cut off
42 Make an effort
44 Abundance

21 Camp~s building, briefly
23 Charged particles
25 The underworld
26 Soothe
27 Foreign
28 Domesticated
/ 29 Certain musician
30 Egret
31 Manifest
32 Change purse item
34 Parlor
37 Pranced about
38 W. Virginia city
40 Big cat's thatch
DOWN
41 Meager
1 Converse .
43 Restaurant
2 Wrinkle
3 Edmont~m's province: abbr. 44 Attractive
46 Children, collectively
4 Wetness
47 Sampras of tennis
5 Sports injury
48 Utah city
6 Refrigerate
49 Hit hard
7 Wander
8 Western Indian
50 Smile
51 Mental obj_ect
9 Library patron
52 Standard
10 Leans
53- gin fizz
11 Drawn out
56 A state: abbr.
12 Sea eagle
13 Have on

45 In a little while
46 French cheese
47 Sign
50 Gnomelike creatures
54 __:___ S. Gardner
55 Mystical card
57 Baal
58 Rend
59 Poet T.S. 60 Fiddling despot
61 Entertainment award
62Fop
_63 Sport

. THE
ANSWERS
1-- - - - - - - - - - --- -- -l
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NEUROSIS
Through Silver

LOVE&
ROCKETS
Sweet F.A.

s10 99 cd

s8 99 cass

In Blood

HUSIKESQUE

Los Lobos
Colossal Head

<
°'

~

..

0w

u
DIE KRUPPS
Odyssey Of

The Mind

ALTAMONTE
SPRINGS
689 E Altamonte
Springs Dr.
331-9525

•

BREEN BLUI! fUIE

s1099
cd only

LOS LOBOS
Colossal Head

s1299 cd

s8

99

cass

HUSIKESQUE s10 99 cd
Green Blue ' Fire s8 99 cass

ORLANDO
2901 E Colonial Dr.
894-1700
ORLANDO
6114 S. Orange
Blossom Tr.
855-0001

•

•

•

FREE:

6:00p01 Start

Free for students
$4 Pre-reg F&S
$5 Day of race F&S
Register at the
Wellness Center 823-5841

APRIL 12,1996
DELTA, DELTA, DELTA

_

*T-shirts
*I{elsey's Pizza
*Ocean Spray
*Music
*Awards
* Tealll Awards - ..
$100 Pizza Party

... _....._....._
9 TH ANNUAL-SWAT

5K RUN & WALK
AT GREEK PARK

•
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(a new section devoted to the literary-handicapped, but opinionated neverthelessfrom actual phone calls to The Central Florida Future and its staff, TEAM CFF)

D Today's phone call was fr?m a devoted Future reader and spirited fellow UCF Knight. Assume his tone is
"marginally disgruntled" and voice loud enough to hear him yelling from the bottom of Mt. Everest without a
·m egaphone:

I
I
I

"Hello, I'm a UCF student and I was just reading your article entitled, "Book on Cheerleaders, 'Buns' Set to hit shelves."
I found this article in extremely poor taste and I demand to speak to the writer, Tim Springer. Umm, you need to call me back
as soon as you get this or there is going to be hell to pay, pal. My number is 282-XXXX." This guy hung up the phone very
hard.
THIS EDITOR APOLOGIZES FOR YOUR PAIN AND SUFFERING. Bur, STANDS BY HIS FELLOW TEAM CFF'ERs.Tms POOR TASTE ARTICLE YOU WERE
11

11

REFER.~G. To WAS PRINTED FOR AN APIRL FooL's DAY rssUE. CHILL OUT.

L-----------~-----------------------------~----------~

aid

C71
~<>......

c:l<> ............t

IT in

1-114211"'"~

t<>

line for:
•

'~save $400 on a new Pontiac Sunfire
(actually, any new Poljtia,cJ ifyou iust graduated or are about to graduate.*

•

Call t-800-643-6733 for more information.
.

·~0

t~~e,pl~~s¢~~~it .

.ru~sltate . =to

•

~~eJl .

y9ur I.un.gs ·out at.
us ... Hell,_ ·we,don't ·
eyer:i mind if you
I tlu;eaten us. You
I J·ust better · be I
I
damn well ready
to back it up. :¥£e
1
I

I

I

ain..:.·t . . no>fao.oiJx.+,:

~

Fold-down reor seats means you can go places and
.take lots of stuff with ya

•

your ass:·~.....:'.
··

..

.· . So once again
· 't·
· h·. · . . .t ~ ...·to
d.QP
. :.: : esi.. ·flJ. e.::. .: .
•.;.

··:;

·•·

.

.

.!~~~:#~~!~: I
rqight .fi.ave:..

··. 823-80§"4
ext27
~

,

We don't want the ·
! business guys getting in- ·
valved. although Don
could handle about 4 or 5
of you at once.

5-speed transmission and
tubular rear axle with
spring-over shock sport
suspension and progressive
ride tuning - is this a
real set of wheels or what?

Your choice of a great-looking
coupe (shown), sporty fourdoor sedan (not shown) or a
hot, new convertible (hey, we
told ya this was a cool car)

~

Duo/ oir bogs and anti-Jock
brakes- two things you don't
need until you reallv need 'em
(and always wear those safety
belts, even with air bags)

@

PASSLock™ theft-detern:nt
system - means you might
save some $S$ on insurance (ff!)

Single-key locking - one key
locks 8. unlocks doors, trunk
and all the fun of Sunfire

AM/FM stereo radio standard? heck yeah! (what's
driving without a little
driving music?) For a little
more, you can get a
CD player with equalizer

High-rewing, 120-horsepower,
fuel-injected engine (hey,
this car's for driving, not just
looking at)
A HUGE glove box - some
glove boxes are merely
mouse-sized; this one holds a
whole laptop computer
100,000-mile spark plugst
- we're talking a long-term
relationship here

Wf P

AC
'f.SUNFIRE
0

NT I

WE ARE DRIVING EXCITEMENT.

Driving excitement for around $13,200:*
• From a two- or four-year college. Muse finance through GMAC Offer subiect to change. See your partidpating dealer for qualification details.
t Based on normal maintenance. See Owner s Manual for limitations. ~ 1996 GM Corp. All righ!5 reserved.
•• $13,220 MSRP mduding dealer prep and destination charge. Price indudes 5-speed transmission, air conditionmg and r ear spoiler. Tax; license and ocher optional equipment l'Xtra.
Prices higher in CA. MA and NY. Price as of 411196, sub1ect to charige.

FREEDOM's FRONTLINE
AND THE '96 VOTE:
Are We
Prepared?

'11~1)1 (~141~
))EI~INfllf)N f)I~ '11IIE J)11Y:

Col•lege (lutl'ij) n. see
(WASTE OF TIME) 1. the art of
teaching babies, lilie
students, to crawl when they
already lmow how to walli
2. the same as 1 but receive
lots of money from the baby
•dli
,'

,

;

0100 0

.
-

Elelctra

....

,,,.

want a pair of tick:ets
to the l 1.MP s /c 1)0 Fig r:~·:.·~·s s:io\1v
at the Edge .Jn April . 3th ?' 1 ?

,.

Thursday, April 11 7:35 PM• PCF Student Activities Center
Sponsored by: University of Central Florida, UCF GLBSU, Gamma Alpha Psi Fraternity, GLCS,
Community Link, UCF Office of Diversity Initiatives, UCF AASU, UCF Women's Studies Program,
Cactus Club, Phoe-nix, Central Florida Future, Watermark, and "Harley"

l

•

1-

stop by Peaches on Color1 ia! ')rive
a r;d reg ister to win 1
.....
~how ,Nhat city the .AJ.1PS are >rom?
if so wnte t!1at ~:ty ;n the app!"~pn ate-

blank and be p'S1c"f~d 1n a sep.Hate
drawing to win 8 M2r-s~1a!I m:n :1mp
a;;d an AMPS ·' Pace·r" c:d'

I

."
!•

t;r-eat' Vr-ice~
t;r-eat L()cafi()n
t;r-eat ~e01ic:e
.

•
•
j

r

.

.

'peclal ()rden ~way§
-·welc()med
We 13UY 13ack Textb()()k\
~veO' ()ay%

CBR

COLLEGE BOOK RACK VOL IV
12209 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ORLANDO, FL 32817
(407) 658 - 7979

,'

.....

r

...

<f?·.

.

_e_.~p~!Y-

~

I
!

~:

282-0505
·55118 Lg Cheese Pizza
w/-valid student .ID
fer dile-11 er tab 111 •llJ .

Located acroa fn11 11.C.F.
ii Ille IJC7 Sboppiq Ce1ter

We Deliver!

· 25e Wings
Monday - Friday II - 5
·All Day ud Night Saturday
I
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poised and hi presence remind
you of hi · earlier days as Axel. The
peak of Vampire' hilarity come
when Max evolves into a drunken
Reverend. HeIshouts, "Evil i~good ...
a good piece of ass is good.''
•DK

** Devil in a Blue Dress

***

gun-crazy friend), but the Academy
thought otherwise. If you want more
African-Americans nominated for
Oscars, Rev. Jackson, then why not
make a case for the brilliantMorgan
Freeman who showed Pitt the ropes
in the surprisingly brilliant Seven?
Or are you really as satanic as those
devils in Tinsel town?
•Dean Lewis

( R, Columbia, April 2)
Writer-directorCarl Franklin,
the mastermind eye behind the low..:
life, criminal realism of I992's One
False Move, adapts the Easy.
Rawlins (Denzel Washington)
gumshoe for the big screen, an intriguing piece of film-noir mystery
It's Finally Here ... Smoke!
·only in its first thirty minutes. The
story centers on Ra~1ins, a WWII
nated me. And, the social messages
vet who finds himself blackmailed
are intense and ·very frightening.
by a local gang-pusher (Tom
Strange Days could be described as
Sizemore of Strange Days, Heut).
watching the Rodney King case on
Offered 1!1oney and security,
a wire trip. Cameron's baby raises
· Rawlins takes on a missing persons
the same types of questions the King
investigation, as his search for a
case did. The whole black on
blue dress-clad madame (Jennifer
LA.P_D_ crime deal is vastly exBeals) proves to be more than a milk
plored and the ending-of-the-world
carton case.
aroma is stylistically evil.
Franklin does not hint at any
Thank you Angela Basset,
symbolis.m here; instead, he goes
ti~te joh. Juliette Lewis, merci'he:idfirst into the convoluted ma7e
you look fine, but that whine still
of Rawlins' search. What he finds
needs some readjustment. Tom ·
may surprise some viewers who are April is Bassett Video Month Sizemore get lessons. And if your
not especially demanding of the
wig was any more conspicuousfilms they watch. Seeing Devil in a
please.
112 Strange Days
Blue Dress, I thought of ( R, Fox, April 2)
Although very strange for
Hollywood's own devils. I.also reTothink,JamesCamerondid . today's audience, somehow direcmem-bered Roman Polanski's everything but direct it- quite tor Kathryn Bigelow makes Strange
Chinatown, that classic mystery with alarming in itself
Days ·appealing enough to a vast
Nicholson and Dunaway_
Anyway, Ralph Fiennes and crowd, while still actually making
Blue Dress was a favorite to his wirey hairpiece gi ~e offthe most those same brainwashed humans
gamt:r a Supporting Actor nod for electricity. The whole countdown THINK. Wow.
DonCheadle(whoplayedRawlins' to "2K" (the year 2000) script fasci- .
•DK

***

*** Vampire in Brooklyn

112 Smoke
( R, Mframax, April 9)
After being reviewed once a
month for the past four months, the
video version of the Wayne Wang
cigar festival is actually going to be
released (pause ... knock on wood).
So here again, a quick fix.
Not too many movie explore
storytelling with such care. Harvey
Keitel stars along side William Hurt
in Smoke ... Just Watch Ct.

( R, Paramount, Apirl 9)

Eddie and Wes? Not exactly
your dream team, but Vampire in
Brooklyn~ is dai:nn wacky. Wes Craven puts up a B-movie type front,
not taking the script too serious, and
blends in enough satire to make the
film enjoyable. ·
Max (Eddie Murphy), the last
vampire in the world, is on a ques.tto find !}is mortal bride. Angela "really big muscles" Bassett plays
Max's wanna-be-honey. The story
isn't important, this was obvious
from the start (Eddie Murphy as a
van:ipire ... whatever).
'Kadeem Hardison (Julius)
and John Witherspoon (Julius',
U11cle) keep the antics going when
Murphy dries up. ButMurphy makes
a striking comeback, especially aft0r his disastrous Cop lll sequel. His
smooth, dt=;vilish:-accented vampire
is very luring and likeable. He's

ALSO

D ur: OuT (APRIL 2-9):

.,",,:J ~., ,

What Happenend Was ..., a first
date movie, with a guy and a girl
(above), talking ... awkwardly at
times, eating .. . awkwardly at times,
telling stories ... awkwardly at times_
Blue River, Home for the Holidays,
The Innocent, Kicking and
Screaming, Persuasion, ThereminAn Electronic Odyssey, True Crime

•

PRI~SENTs .. ·.
"A profess1onat
fraternal
associat10n of
student members
who desire careers
m the field of
cnmmaf JU st1ce "

CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
CAREER

EXPO

PARTIAL ATTENDEE LIST

15, 1996
t 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM

• APRIL

• STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
• INFORMATION: ( 407)426-1184
C.HIPl'5'

N

\.IAP

8

Rdl"'"'~
:::---J

i-!usm~,.

.\dmuustral 100
H~alth

Ph\,1..:-

Pond

01.-

Student Center

- - !!-,,:J_-,-l.'1-:;-----,

\dnur 1'1rJlhl!'

u

Auditorium

tt=JI

Brevard Police Testing & Certification
Center for Drug Free L1v1ng
Cocoa Police Department
Criminal Justice Master's Program
Florida Department of Corrections
Florida Game & Freshwater Fish Comm .
Florida Highway Patrol
Florida Manne Patrol
Ft Pierce Poltce Department
New Symrna Police Department
Orange County Consumer Fraud Unit
Orange County Shenff's Department
Palm Bay Pohce Department
Pinkerton Securrty & investigations
Port Orange Police Department
St Cloud Police Department
St Petersburg Police Department
St Lucie County Sheriff's Office
Stuart Police Department
Tavares Police Department
Unrted States Army
United States Customs Service
United States D1stnct Court Probation Office
United States Federal Bureau of Investigation
United States Marshals Service
Unrted States Postal Inspection Service
Urnversrty of Central Florida Police Dept
Value Pawn & Jewelry
The Wackenhui Corporation
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BECAUSE YOUR BRAIN DOESN'T HAVE WHEELS.

•

•
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The Ocala Vanguard "Pipeline" is paying Kevin Reid connects on 20-of-49 for 298 yards, to go with 3 TD's
• immediate dMdends for Golden Knights BLACK, from page 16
Nonsant was a Culpepper
yards on nine carries helped keep
•

CLARK, from page 16

Rhem knows how hard it is to walk
the line when there are so many
opportunities for quick cash to be
made.
"Sports has always been an
easy way to avoid trouble," Clark
said. "I never had time for anything
else, Daunte and I would practice
until dark-not until we got it right,
until we were too exhausted to play
anymore."
Rhem grew up around the
same temptations. That's why he
instilled in Clark the same values
that helped him pull himself out.
"We grew up will=i no money;
our mom did everything," Rhem
said. "She worked her heart out to
get us through school, so now everything we do is for her."
Rhem recently bought Clark
a Chevy Blazer, not because he can ,
but because he says he earned it. "I
got Kenny the car, because he's
become a man doing things around
~he house, getting good grades, and
helping our mother out."
Compared to
some of Clark's previ• ous I ffe decisions,
choosing to play at
UCF was as simple as
fishing .
"I was at Lake
Weir fishing when I finally. made the decision," said the mildmannereJ Clark. ''I like
to go out there by myself, it gives me iime to
think about everything:·
•
That choice has landed the 6foot-3, 190-pound wide receiver
back on the same squad with fonner
high
school teammates and best
•
friends, quarterback Daunte
Culpepper and running back Johnie
Presley. With Presley and Culpepper
both coming in as sophomores it
looks like the three should have at
least two more seasons together.
With schools like Tennessee,
-Oklahoma. Michigan and Georgia
after Clark. it hardly seemed like the
Knights had a shot.
"Kenny used to come over to
our house to hide from all the r:ecruiters. these guys would call him
at 5 o'clock in the morning," said
Debbie Castaneda, wife of Vanguard coach Alex Castaneda .
"Georgia's coaches even called our
house to fin_d Kenny, and they
wanted total k to me about persuading him."
What cheotherschoolsdidn 't
realize was that UCF had the only
• recruiters they needed in Culpepper
and Presley.
"Daunte told me that I'm the
• receiver he really needs, and I know
I need him because he makes me a
better player," Clark said.
.But that wasn't the sole reason for Clark's decision.
"The UCF coaching staff
looks at you as a person," Clark
explained. "They wanted to know
about my family and my grades. It
bothered me that the other schools
just wanted 40 (yard dash) times."
UCF' s approach gained them
a wide receiver considered by
• Florida Sports/an to be one of the
top seven in Florida. His career nu mber warrant that honor: 132 recep.- tion for 2.249 yard and 28 touchdown .Heal ou edhi 4.4specdto

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

return four Kickoffs for touchdown
as well as cash in on I 0 two-point
conversions.
UCF recruited six Vanguard
players last season, now Clark this
year. "The Ocala Pipeline" is what
some are calling the Golden Knights'
hoarding of Ocala's top talents. But
it's not only playing together that
these athletes love, it's being together.
"Kenny was like a lost lamb
without Daunte around," said
Debbie Castaneda. "He has the ability to start, and for Daunte, he'll do
it."
With Culpepper's arm and
Clark's leapingability(38-inch vertical), they should be able to combine for a lot of wins. Those wins
may not be limited to just the football field.
Clark explained, "I think
Daunte and I will probably both
play basketball next season."
Earlier this year, Vanguard
held ·a basketball tournament with
16 top teams from California to
Canada. The tournament also had a dunking contest, and Clark

ring hit from freshman defensive
back Don Stark .
'"Eric had the best spring out
of all our receivers,'' head coach
Gene McDowell said. "He's a
very, very dependable receiver."
Also contributing to the
"Black Attack" was junior fullback Kendrick Moore. His 41

the chains moving and the Gold
team off the field .
. Sophomore quarterback
Daunte Culpepper had a good day
for the Gold as he finished 6-of-8
passing for 98 yards, including a
39 yarder to Mark Nonsant to set
up a touchdown that gave the Gold
a 17-16 lead in the fourth quarter.

•

•

.-

•

•

•

Clark asked a
cameraman from a
local Ocala television
station to get up close to the basket
for his final dunk. As the crowd rose
to their feet. ''little Kenny" took off
and cleared the cameraman, finishing with an emphatic jam. It left the
crowd in a frenzy and the dunk
trophy in Clark's hands.
But despite success on the
hardwood, it's really the gridiron
accomplishments that get him fired
up.Against Gainesville Bucholz, in
1994, Clark hauled in eight
Culpepper completions and 275 of
his Daunte's400yards. Then there's
•'the catch," which came in 1995
against Lake Weir. Coach Alex
Castaneda called it the greatest he's
ever seen.
"The ball looked like it was
overthrown by I 0 yards, and somehow Clark left his feet in a complete
stretch and was able to spear the ball
with one hand, coming down and
landing in a fetal position," said
coach Castaneda as if he were describing Jerry Rice. "It was about a
45-yard pass in the second half of a
blowout, and Kenny decided to put
on a clinic."
That clinic resulted in Clark's
finest perfonnance of the season,
with three touchdowns including a
kickoff return. These are the kinds
of feats that keep Clark focused on
his ultimate goal-the NFL.
"My brother told me that the
way I'm going right now, I could be
a first-rounder, but I realize that I
have a long way to go."
One thing is for certain-that
journey won't be nearly as long as
the one Clark has already taken.
"I just thank God for giving
me a second opportunity, and I made
it," Clark said emphatically. 'Tm
one of the top players coming out
right now, and I truly thank God for
that."

photo/HUNT

favorite as he snagged four passe~
for 69 yards.
The Gold's only touchdown
of the first half came on a Mike
Palmer interception that he returned 29 yards into the endzone .
Also adding to the first half
scoring was Fred Waczewski as
he booted a 51 yard field goal to
put the Gold up I 0-9 late in the
half.
With Culpepper leading the
Gold team, defending the pass was
surely a priority for the Black
squad. Junior tailback Mike Huff
played a major role in countering
that thought. Huff finished the day
with 26 carries for 123 yards and
a touchdown. The "Gold Rush"
kept the "Black Attack" off balance throughout the game.
"Mike Huff showed us a Jot
today," runningbacks coach Alan
Gooch said. "He's still battling
[Johnie l Presley and [Mike] Grant
for the starting job, but I think
competing for the job is going to
bring greatness out of them al I."
The UCF football staff wili
have a tough decision to make in
choosing a starting line up. Many
players showed their hunger by
making great catches, finding the
impossible hole or laying a lick
that wil I be rem em be red on a teammate that eras ed their path.
"I liked the hitting out there
todny ," McDowell said. ·'It was a
much better game than I had anticipated. We are not very deep at
many positions so the teams were
not quite balanced, but the guys
played with areal intensity."

Wide receiver M_ark Nonsant grab~ th~ deep pass fro~
Culpepper to bring the Gold team ms1de the ten yard hne
late in the game. However, they failed to score on the drive. ------~--

UCF Cheerleading, Mic Man
& Mascot Tryouts
~~t;et

involved in UCF Othletics,,

~~

~-· ~~p
~

Mascot Tryouts - We are currently searching for students
interested in trying out for the
position of KNIGHTRO
(UCF's animated Mascot).

Cheerleading Tryouts - An
opportunity to receive scholarships, travel, compete na_tionally, and support our UGF athletic teams.

Mic Man - Lead the cheers
over the P.A. system at all of
our home football games next
year in the Citrus Bowl..
Call coach Linda Gooch

823-2143

•

.)

--------~---~-~----~---~--~---------------------A·p·ril··-9_,1_9_9_6__....
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BLAOK AND cB®ill])
Reid and Stipe make sure
that UCF is back in black

So just what will it take for
h~ Orlando Magic to improve on
ast years trip to the NBA Finals?
How about one less Jordan,
other was senior backup quarterippen, and Rodman, a few road by TIM SPRINGER
back Kevin Reid. The senior finictories, and I' 11 raise you a Assistant sports editor
The UCF annual Black & ished the day 20-of-49 passing for
ealthy lineup. Then we might
see some rings on Shaq' s fingers. Gold scrimmage offered fans a 298 yards. Showing great poise in
nd unless Anthony Bowie can glimpse of what to expect in the the final minutes, Reid rallied his
e contained from ticking off the upcoming season from the best I- troop downfield trailing by .·one
pponents with his last second A football team in Central Florida, point. With 22 seconds remainriple-doubleattempts, theMagic and in the meantime may have left ing, Reid made a 20-yard connection with senior wide receiver
re fighting up hin for this years a few players black and blue.
The ful1-contact scrimmage Stuart Stipe t~ se~l the victory for
ost-season play.
You see, lastyeartheMagic got underway Saturday afternoon the Black.
Setting up the game-winweren't even predicted to win the at the Citrus Bowl in f~ontof nearly
1,000 fans. With teams having ning touchdown was a key fourth
· onference. No pressure! This
. ear, the Magic's biggest threat alrea_dy been chosen, the two down grab by sophomore wideout
is the fans. They expect a return squads hit the gridiron to bang Eric Leister that kept the drive
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Knights' top recruit is sure to beef up passing attack

UCF grad Wade Cox has finn grip on slalom title
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